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PDSIDES—A Knowledge-Based
Platform for Decision Support
in the Design of Engineering
Systems
We hypothesize that by providing decision support for designers we can speed up the
design process and facilitate the creation of quality cost-effective designs. One of the
challenges in providing design decision support is that the decision workflows embody
various degrees of complexity due to the inherent complexity embodied in engineering
systems. To tackle this, we propose a knowledge-based Platform for Decision Support in
the Design of Engineering Systems (PDSIDES). PDSIDES is built on our earlier works
that are anchored in modeling decision-related knowledge with templates using ontolo-
gies to facilitate execution and reuse. In this paper, we extend the ontological decision
templates to a computational platform that provides knowledge-based decision support
for three types of users, namely, template creators, template editors, and template imple-
menters, in original design, adaptive design, and variant design, respectively. The effi-
cacy of PDSIDES is demonstrated using a hot rod rolling system (HRRS) design
example. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4040461]

Keywords: platform, engineering design, knowledge, decision making, decision support
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1 Frame of Reference

Design of engineering systems is increasingly recognized as a
decision-making process [1–4]. We believe that the principal role
of a human designer is to make decisions. Providing decision sup-
port is of critical importance for augmenting this role, by speeding
up the design process and generating quality designs. One of the
challenges in providing decision support in the design of engineer-
ing systems, especially complex systems that are, by definition,
made up of inter-related subsystems [5], arises because of the
complexity embodied in the decision workflows that embody mul-
tiple coupled decisions networked in various degrees of complex-
ity. The networked decision workflows may include different
types of decisions, e.g., selection of design alternatives and
improvement of an alternative considering multiple goals. The
decisions are coupled together due to the dependency existing
among systems and subsystems. The different types of decisions
and their associated dependencies in the decision workflows make
it difficult to provide appropriate decision support.

Decision-making is a knowledge-intensive process, with knowl-
edge playing a significant role in speeding up and affecting deci-
sions. Design knowledge representation for conceptual and
detailed design has been area of interest in knowledge-based

design and engineering for many decades. However, most of the
works on knowledge representation deal with design in general
(CAD oriented), not in the context of supporting decisions. For
example, Shah and M€antyl€a [6] introduced the parametric and
feature-based methods, which have specific data structures and
algorithms embedded to facilitate rapid and reusable three-
dimensional geometric model generation. While, the parametric,
feature-based procedure knowledge representations introduced in
Ref. [6] cannot be (at least not directly be) applied to represent the
human decision-making processes in design. Coyne et al. [7] pro-
pose a prototype-centric framework for the development of
knowledge-based design systems. In their framework, prototypes
can be generated, refined, and adapted to create novel designs.
However, the design decision-making processes are not addressed
in their work. Finger and Dixon [8] reviewed many descriptive,
prescriptive, and computer-based models of design processes in
the late 1980s with the aim to create intelligent CAD expert sys-
tems. Human decision-making process is not emphasized and well
analyzed but just lightly mentioned as “concept selection” with no
detailed information in their review. Verhagen et al. [9] analyzed
a total of 50 research contributions in the area of knowledge-
based engineering (KBE), pointed out the challenges, and sug-
gested some future research opportunities in the field. However,
the goal of the total 50 KBE research contributions, as stated by
the authors, is to automate the product design and development
process, but not support designers making better decisions. Simi-
larly, Rocca [10] provided an extensive review of KBE from a
language-based technological perspective, the aim being to
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understand what the technological fundamentals of KBE are and
how it can be used to automate large portions of the design pro-
cess. One thing in this paper that is related to decision-making is
that KBE is used to develop multimodel generators in MDO, but
the compromise decision (i.e., the tradeoff) among multidiscipli-
nary models is not discussed. Jakiela and Papalambros [11] from
University of Michigan introduced a prototype “intelligent” CAD
system, in which decision-making process during the conceptual
design is programmed using production rules to automatically
generate three-dimensional models. While this system provides
knowledge-based automatic decision-making in design, the limita-
tion is that it only accounts for geometrical modeling. Sapuan [12]
presented a knowledge-based system for material selection. How-
ever, the decision process and associated knowledge representa-
tion language are domain specific and thus not reusable and
extensible.

Despite the fact that many knowledge-based systems have been
developed to support engineering design, the challenge of support-
ing the decision workflow in the design of complex engineering sys-
tems is not yet well addressed, mainly, for the following reasons:

(1) Lack of both reusable and executable decision knowledge
representation schemes. Knowledge reusability is critical
for adaptive and variant design wherein only a small por-
tion of the original decision workflows needs to change
while the rest remains the same and can be reused. Some
authors have proposed to represent decision knowledge as
ontologies (e.g., Ref. [13]), but they mainly focus on cap-
turing the semantic information of design decisions while
failing to represent the execution process information,
which is necessary for effecting new decisions, especially
in a computational environment whereby some degree of
automation is realized.

(2) Lack of a classification of users for decision support. The
needs of designers for decision support vary according to
how much novelty is involved in the design and how much
knowledge they have about the design process. For exam-
ple, an expert has much knowledge about design and can
perform the decision-making process independently; thus,
the support this designer needs from the computer system
is very different from a novice designer who only has the
basic knowledge about design and needs to get most of the
knowledge from the system. Very few of knowledge-based
systems recognized this difference and provided appropri-
ate decision support.

To address the aforementioned needs, we propose a knowledge-
based Platform for Decision Support in the Design of Engineering
Systems (PDSIDES). The new contributions embodied in this
paper are summarized as follows:

� We integrate the decision-related knowledge that is modeled
as decision support problem (DSP) templates and represented
using ontologies in our earlier works [14–16] into a computa-
tional platform (PDSIDES) to facilitate extensive reuse and
execution. Our earlier works are about information model-
ing; this paper is about platformization.

� We define three types of users, namely, template creators,
template editors, and template implementers, who perform
original design, adaptive design, and variant design respec-
tively in PDSIDES.

� We provide customized decision support for human template
creators, template editors, and template implementers during
their design of engineering systems in PDSIDES.

Overview. The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we
introduce the primary constructs used in PDSIDES by referencing
our previous work to provide the context. In Sec. 3, we describe
the design of PDSIDES, including platform overview, users and
working scenarios, knowledge-based decision support. The tech-
nical implementation of PDSIDES is introduced in Sec. 4. In Sec.
5, we illustrate the efficacy of PDSIDES using a hot rod rolling

system (HRRS) design example. In Sec. 6, we offer some closing
remarks and enumerate future research opportunities.

2 Primary Constructs

2.1 Decision Support Problem. Platform for decision sup-
port in the design of engineering systems is designed from a
decision-based design (DBD) perspective, wherein decisions serve
as markers to identify the progression of a design from initiation
to implementation to termination [17]. We recognize that the
implementation of DBD can take many forms, such as Ref. [18];
our implementation being the DSP technique [19]. Key to the
DSP Technique is the notion that there are two types of decisions,
namely, selection and compromise, and that a complex design can
be represented by modeling a workflow of compromise and selec-
tion decisions. The selection DSP (sDSP) [20] involves making a
choice among a number of alternatives taking into account a num-
ber of measures of merit or attributes, while the compromise DSP
(cDSP) [21] involves the improvement of an alternative through
modification by making a trade-off among multiple design objec-
tives. The sDSP and the cDSP are two fundamental decision-
making constructs in PDSIDES.

The design of complex systems may require the formulation
and resolution of a series of coupled decisions, in which case the
hierarchical DSP construct based on the sDSP and the cDSP is
used as the model to support hierarchical decision-making, for the
detailed mathematical model see Refs. [22] and [23]. Key to the
hierarchical DSP is the combination of all the DSPs (including
sDSPs and cDSPs) simultaneously by reformulating the DSPs into
a single cDSP. Hierarchical DSPs are generally multiobjective,
nonlinear, mixed discrete-continuous problems. A tailored compu-
tational system known as DSIDES [24] is integrated into
PDSIDES to solve such problems.

2.2 Decision Template. One of our primary goals in design-
ing PDSIDES is that designers can rapidly create decision models
for the specific design problems they have by using the DSP con-
structs, and making decisions, and finally the produced decision
knowledge can be stored and reused by other users for similar
designs. To achieve this goal, the DSPs are represented as compu-
tational decision templates in PDSIDES. Decision templates, orig-
inally proposed by Panchal et al. [25], make it possible to model
the compromise DSP so that the template is reusable and com-
puter interpretable. We extend the idea to model the selection
DSP and hierarchical DSP as templates in our earlier work
[14,15]. Key to the computational DSP templates is the modulari-
zation of the DSP constructs and the separation of declarative and
procedural knowledge, which allows both to be reused across
problems.

In PDSIDES, all the DSP template modules including the sDSP
template modules such as alternatives and attributes, the cDSP
template modules such as constraints, variables, etc. and the hier-
archical DSP template modules are managed in the module repos-
itory, as shown in Fig. 1. It is noted that the sDSP template and
the cDSP template are also defined as a particular type of module
since they comprise the key “building blocks” of a decision hier-
archy and can be linked together using the interface and process
modules; see Ref. [14] for details. Template modules represent
the declarative knowledge in PDSIDES, which embodies problem
specific information and can be reused in the instantiation of DSP
templates (the wired “boards”) to support a designer making
selection, compromise, and hierarchical decisions. The procedural
knowledge denotes how specific information is processed to reach
a decision, and is archived in the templates (the printed “wiring”
between different modules) for the execution of decisions. The
separation of these two types of knowledge makes it fairly easy
for designers to reconfigure existing templates, which is critically
important in adaptive and variant designs where design
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consideration changes and the original decision model needs to be
modified. Template modification is discussed in Sec. 3.

2.3 Ontology. In order to store and reuse the knowledge
archived in the DSP templates in a computational environment,
there needs to be a formal representation scheme. Ontologies are
defined by Gruber [26] as explicit formal specifications of terms
and relations among them are increasingly used for knowledge
modeling in engineering design, such as Refs. [13] and [27]. In
PDSIDES, ontology is used to formally represent the knowledge
(including declarative and procedural knowledge) archived in the
DSP templates. Key elements of an ontology are terms and rela-
tions. Terms represent the components of a domain, which refers
to the modules of the DSP templates in this paper. According to
Li et al. [28], the grain sizes of terms in an ontology are deter-
mined by the consideration of the need for an application or com-
putational complexity. In PDSIDES, to comprehensively capture
the semantics of the DSPs, we introduce some additional terms,
such as coefficient, and utility calculation to the sDSP template
ontology [15] and quantity, function to the cDSP template ontol-
ogy [16]. Relations in an ontology represent the connections of a
term to other terms (e.g., the connecting a goal to a variable using
relation function-of), that provide the context of the terms and
make them easy-to-comprehend and facilitate communication.
The terms and relations in an ontology capture the declarative
knowledge, which is domain-specific, while some attached ele-
ments such as rules, axioms, or Java function calls capture the
procedural knowledge, which is domain-independent. There are
two popular paradigms for ontology formalism, namely, web
ontology language and frame [29]. The frame paradigm is chosen
because it is based on a closed-world assumption wherein every-
thing is prohibited until it is permitted, which is suitable for mod-
eling the highly constrained DSPs. In frame-based ontology,
terms are defined as classes and relations are defined as
slots. With classes and slots, ontologies in PDSIDES are
defined as shown in Fig. 2. On the left-hand side and right-hand
side are the cDSP and the sDSP ontologies respectively, which are
integrated by the hierarchical DSP ontology in the middle for

capturing knowledge related to hierarchical decision workflows.
For detailed specification of the classes and slots, see our
earlier works [14–16]:

The advantages of the use of ontology in PDSIDES are sum-
marized as follows:

� Facilitate knowledge sharing. This is embodied in two
aspects, namely, knowledge sharing among different users in
PDSIDES and knowledge sharing between PDSIDES and
other product lifecycle management platforms. The DSP
ontologies represent the common language used for design
decision-making in PDSIDES, and thus users from different
design disciplines (e.g., thermal, structural, dynamic, etc.)
can easily understand, communicate knowledge such as vari-
ables, goals, and constraints, with each other. Meanwhile,
the explicit, formal specifications of the terms of the DSP
ontologies enable PDSIDES the ability to exchange knowl-
edge with other product lifecycle management platforms
such as product data management systems and simulation-
based analysis systems.

� Facilitate knowledge population. In order for the computa-
tional templates defined in Sec. 2.2 to execute and effect real
decisions, the modules of the templates must be populated
with specific knowledge (or information). The DSP ontolo-
gies are the abstractive representations of the templates,
which is very convenient for instantiating different instances
with specific information.

� Facilitate knowledge retrieval. One of the prerequisites for
the reuse of templates and the associated modules is that they
can be retrieved from the repository (knowledge base) when
needed. The DSP ontologies capture the complex semantic
relationships among the modules and templates, which
allows it to support semantic-based retrieval that can respond
to comprehensive query needs. For detail about semantic
retrieval, see Ref. [30].

� Facilitating consistency maintaining. Modification of the
original templates usually happens in adaptive or variant
design, which may lead to inconsistency of the modified tem-
plates since the arrangement or values of the modules are

Fig. 1 DSP templates and their associated modules
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changed. The DSP ontologies support rule-based reasoning
and appropriately handle the inconsistency, which is dis-
cussed in Sec. 3.3.

3 Design of Platform for Decision Support in the

Design of Engineering Systems

Based on the primary constructs introduced in Sec. 2, the design
of Platform PDSIDES is introduced in this section. First, an over-
view of PDSDES is presented, and then the platform users and
their associated working scenarios are defined and described.
Finally, we discuss how knowledge-based decision support is pro-
vided for different types of users.

3.1 Platform Overview. An overview of PDSIDES is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. PDSIDES is divided into three parts: knowledge,
users, and decision-based design. What follows is the description
of the platform from the bottom-up that includes how these three
parts are connected to enable the functionalities.

At the bottom of PDSIDES, decision-related knowledge is
stored in the knowledge base. The knowledge including declara-
tive knowledge such as problem statement, alternatives, attrib-
utes, variables, parameters, and constraints, and procedural
knowledge such as consistency rules and computing codes (for
calculating, e.g., expected utility of a sDSP template) are organ-
ized by a holistic ontology, which is the combination of the three
ontologies shown in Fig. 2. In the middle part are the three types
of users, namely, the template creator, template editor, and tem-
plate implementer, which will be formally defined in Sec. 3.2.
The three types of users embody three different levels of knowl-
edge (represented by the stairs in Fig. 3). The top level is the tem-
plate creator who is responsible for creating the DSP templates,
the middle level is the template editor who is responsible for edit-
ing DSP templates, and the bottom level is the template imple-
menter who is responsible for implementing the DSP templates.
The interactions among the three types of users are a closed loop,
where the template operational guidance is passed downward
from the creator to the editor then to the implementer and the feed-
back of operating the templates is sent upward from the imple-
menter to the editor and then to the creator. The creation, edit, and
implementation of the DSP templates are all facilitated using the
holistic ontology. The top part of PDSIDES is about decision-based
design. In PDSIDES, design is classified into three types, namely,
original design, adaptive design, and variant design; all are realized
from a decision-based perspective using the DSP templates. In

specific design cases, the underlying decision workflow is repre-
sented by networked DSP templates that can be exercised by three
types of users through creating, editing, and implementing.

3.2 Users and Working Scenarios. The definitions of three
types of users are introduced and their associated working scenar-
ios are described in detail in this section.

3.2.1 Template Creator. Template Creators are domain
experts and are responsible for creating DSP templates for original
design that calls for new concepts. Original design usually needs
the working principle of the system to be setup. In PDSIDES, to
do original design template creators, first we need to determine
what type of decision needs to be made since different types of
decisions require different knowledge. For selection decisions,

Fig. 3 PDSIDES overview

Fig. 2 Ontologies in PDSIDES: (a) cDSP ontology [16], (b) hierarchical ontology [14], and (c) sDSP ontology [15]
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creators need to come up with the alternatives for selection, attrib-
utes to evaluate the alternatives, and utility functions to measure
the performance of the alternatives, etc. For compromise deci-
sions, creators need to identify the variables that represent the fea-
tures of the system, constraints and bounds that confine the
feasible design space, and goals and preferences that determine
the aspiration space etc. For hierarchical decisions, in addition to
the determination of the “nodes” (which may be selection or com-
promise) in the decision workflow, creators also need to identify
the dependency and the associated information flows between dif-
ferent “nodes.” The knowledge can be of the creators’ previous
experience, prediction, or results from simulation analysis, etc.
With this knowledge, template modules are created and assembled
to form decision templates that then are tested and stored for reuse.

3.2.2 Template Editor. Template Editors are senior designers
who have sufficient knowledge and experience in a specific
domain and are responsible for editing (or tailoring) existing deci-
sion templates in adaptive design; this requires the original tem-
plates to be adapted for new applications. Adaptive design stands
for those design cases in which the working principle of the sys-
tem remains the same while some design consideration varies due
to the evolution of the requirements. For example, a pressure ves-
sel may need to be redesigned to adapt to a new goal of minimiz-
ing the economic cost because of the intensive market
competition. In PDSIDES, to perform adaptive design, template
editors need to modify existing DSP templates to reflect the change
of design consideration. For the sDSP templates, the modification
includes adding/removing alternatives and attributes, reconfigura-
tion of the utility functions, etc. For the cDSP templates, the modifi-
cation includes adding/removing variables, constraints, goals, etc.
For the hierarchical DSP templates, modification includes three
aspects: the first is about modifying the modules within the DSP
templates in a decision workflow, the second is about modifying
the number DSP templates (adding/removing sDSP or cDSP tem-
plates), the third is about modifying the arrangement (sequence,
information flow, etc.) of the DSP templates. The editor’s knowl-
edge related to the modification is captured in the newly modified
DSP templates, which are stored and used for new applications.

3.2.3 Template Implementer. Template Implementers are
designers who have basic knowledge and typically little knowl-
edge or interest in the analysis embodied in the template; they are
responsible for executing existing decision templates that result in
variant designs that require only parametric changes to the origi-
nal decision templates. Variant design usually happens when the
values of some original design parameters vary. For example,
assuming that the original material of a pressure vessel is replaced
by some new materials with different density and strength, the val-
ues of parameters density and strength of the original design model
(e.g., the cDSP) need to be updated to reflect the change that will
result in a different dimension of the pressure vessel. In PDSIDES,
to perform variant design template implementers can change the
values of the DSP template parameters including: (1) bounds of the
sDSP attributes or cDSP variables, (2) cDSP parameters and tar-
gets, (3) relative importance of the sDSP attributes and cDSP goals.
With the change of parameters values, Template Implementers can
execute the DSP templates and get variant designs.

It is noted that in PDSIDES, users with access to higher knowl-
edge levels also have the access to perform the operations that are
defined for users of lower knowledge levels. For example, a tem-
plate creator can be an editor or implementer, and an editor can
also be an Implementer. With decisions modeled as DSP tem-
plates and users classified into three types, the process of
decision-based design in PDSIDES is shown in Fig. 4. A user
(e.g., a domain expert) first starts with a problem statement to
describe the design problem he/she is faced with, then searches
PDSIDES for a DSP template to support the design. In PDSIDES,
DSP template searching is a query-based process where a problem
statement (a short text) is used as the input and a documented DSP

template instance is the output. Both the problem statement and tem-
plate instances are mathematically represented using the bag-of-word
approach [31] during the query process. The similarity between the
problem statement and different template instances is measured by a
cosine coefficient as shown in Eq. (1). As this is not the key focus of
this paper, readers are referred to Ref. [32] for detail.

sim A
*

;B
*

� �
¼ A

*

� B
*

A
*
�� �� � B

*
�� �� (1)

A
*

and B
*

are two n-dimensional vectors that represent the word
frequencies for the given problem statement and a specific tem-
plate instance, respectively. It should be noted that the bag-of-
word characterizing the template instance not only includes words
from the textual slots such as “name” and “description,” but also
words from the structural slots such as “variables” and
“constraints,” etc. which will make the instance more comprehen-
sive and easier to be matched. If no DSP template instance is
matched, then a new template needs to be created, to be executed,
and to make the decision. If there exists some template(s), the
designer needs to further determine how much modification needs
to be made to the template. If only a change in the nature of a
parameter is needed, then the designer just resets the parameter
values, executes the template, and makes a decision. If more adap-
tion is needed, then the designer needs to do the editing before
executing the template and make a decision.

3.3 Knowledge-Based Decision Support. The core of
PDSIDES is the ontology that integrates the knowledge to support
the three types of designers, namely, template creators, template
editors, and template implementers. In Fig. 5, we represent how
knowledge-based decision support is provided to the three types
of designers in their associated working scenarios (taking the
cDSP templates as an example).

3.3.1 Template Creators. Template creators provide the
vocabulary to them for modeling decisions and capture knowledge
from them. Template creators need a formal language to help
them describe and model the decisions for original design. The
DSP ontologies in PDSIDES can provide them with the vocabu-
lary to model their decisions. For example, The term variable is
defined as a Class with several slots including upper bound,
lower bound, unit, value, etc., which will help specify the module

Fig. 4 Flowchart of decision-based design in PDSIDES
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“variables” of the cDSP template. Using the classes and
slots defined in the ontology, DSP templates can be quickly
instantiated as instances, which are captured and stored in the
database for reuse, as shown in the top-left picture of Fig. 5.

3.3.2 Template Editors. Template editors ensure consistency
for editing. As mentioned earlier, modification of existing DSP
templates may incur inconsistency, especially when the template
is highly complex (e.g., tens of variables, constraints or goals,
etc.) and the editor who modifies the template is not the original
creator and does not have the full knowledge about the template.
Therefore, what they need is a consistency checking mechanism to
identify the potential inconsistency. A rule-based reasoning mecha-
nism is attached to the DSP ontologies in PDSIDES to provide con-
sistency checking service to the template editors. The rules are
extracted from the DSP constructs, such as the sum of the weights
assigned to the goals must be equal to 1. An example that a tem-
plate editor removes an existing goal (minimum cost) from the
cDSP template is shown at the bottom of Fig. 5; PDSIDES will
check if this brought inconsistency and inform him.

3.3.3 Template Implementers. Template implementers reuse
the documented knowledge and perform postsolution analysis. As
we state in Sec. 3.2, template implementers are those who have
little knowledge or interest in the analysis embodied in the tem-
plates; what they need is information that helps them exercise the
template and make the decision. In PDSIDES; the knowledge pro-
vided to the template implementers includes both the declarative
knowledge and procedural knowledge. The former is captured
from template creators and editors, and the latter is built in the
platform such as design space exploration algorithms, and plots,
which are hard-coded and can be invoked when needed. The pic-
ture on the top-right in Fig. 5 represents a template implementer

who is changing the weights assigned to different goals and using
the ternary plot to identify the insensitive weight sets in order to
make a robust decision, during which process the knowledge
documented in the template is reused.

4 Implementation of Platform for Decision Support in

the Design of Engineering Systems

Platform for decision support in the design of engineering sys-
tems is implemented as a two-tier client-server architecture to pro-
vide knowledge-based decision support with web browser-based
graphical user interfaces (GUI) over the internet, as shown in Fig.
6. In the client-server architecture, applications of PDSIDES are
deployed to a web application server (marked as “knowledge serv-
er” in Fig. 6) and provide remote user accesses using browsers
such as Internet Explorer and Google Chrome. Due to the easy
access through web browsers, PDSIDES can reach out to a rich
amount of users to get them involved in the decision template cre-
ating, editing, and executing process for engineering system
design, which is also a knowledge capturing, evolution, and reuse
process over the internet. The maintenance and upgrades for
PDSIDES in a client-server architecture are fairly convenient
since the application package is deployed in one web server
instead of distribution to a wide range of client computers. The
client side of PDSIDES is the user interaction GUI including tem-
plate searching and browsing GUI which are designed for locating
the wanted DSP templates and presenting them, template creating,
and editing GUI, which are designed based on the DSP template
structures for the purpose of instantiation and modification of the
DSP templates, the template execution, and analysis of GUI,
which are designed for executing DSP templates and performing
postsolution analysis. The GUI is allowed to communicate with

Fig. 5 Knowledge-based decision support in PDSIDES
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PDSIDES knowledge server by a request-response mode using the
hypertext transfer protocol. PDSIDES knowledge server includes
five main parts, namely, response server, knowledge base, JESS
reasoner, DSIDES, and MATLAB. The response server is the central
“brain” that integrates other four parts for responding to requests.
The response sever itself has five components including a search
engine, an instance interpreter, a consistency checker, and a prob-
lem solver. The instance interpreter is for interpreting the data col-
lected from the template creators (or editors) and formatting it
into DSP Template instances according to the DSP ontologies, the
generated template instances and module instances are stored in
the knowledge base. The search engine is connected to the knowl-
edge base to provide ontological semantic-based knowledge retrieval.
Consistency checking is facilitated through a consistency checker
together with the JESS reasoner—the rule engine for the JAVATM plat-
form [33], which can provide rule-based intelligence inference. The
problem solver is connected to DSIDES for solving the DSPs; it is
invoked when a template executer executes a template. The result
analyzer is to help users especially template implementers analyze
the results produced by the problem solver. MATLAB has a strong
capability in providing data visualization tools such as ternary plots
and scatter plots; therefore this feature is integrated to PDSIDES.

The front-end (i.e., the GUI) of PDSIDES is realized by Java-
Script that can be embedded in the web pages. The development
process is facilitated by the Sencha Inc.’s GXT [34]. GXT is a
comprehensive Java framework that uses the Google Web Toolkit
compiler [35], allowing developers to write applications in Java
and compile their codes into highly optimized JavaScript that supports
feature-rich web applications. Particularly, in order to enable graph-
based interaction in terms of the operation of the DSP networks that
may have multiple DSP templates and associated connections
involved, Apache Flex [36]—a rich internet application developing
framework is integrated to GXT to facilitate the creation of web-
based diagrams. A DSP template such as a cDSP template may be
very complex and have tens of variables, parameters, constraints,
goals, etc., which usually makes data transmission overloaded
between the front end and the back end. To address this issue, JSON
[37]—a lightweight data-interchange format, is used as the data trans-
mission scheme together with the hypertext transfer protocol.

The back end (i.e., the sever side) of PDSIDES is written in
Java to enable interoperability among different applications and
cross-platform deployment. Many back-end applications, such as
the instance interpreter, search engine, consistency checker, and
JESS reasoner, are heavily dependent on the DSP ontologies. As

mentioned earlier, the DSP ontologies are formalized using the
frame-based paradigm that contains classes and slots; the
realization of this paradigm using the frame language is presented in
this section, as shown in Fig. 7. The top box in the figure represents
the definition of class “SystemGoal” in the cDSP ontology, which
includes definitions of slots such as target, linearity, and equality,
and the associated facets such as type, cardinality, and allowed
values. The development of the DSP ontologies is facilitated using
the prot�eg�e tool [38], released by Stanford University which provides
an environment for modeling the frame-based ontologies and web
ontology language ontologies. The frame-based ontology is actually
an object-oriented mechanism based on which lots of instances can
be populated. Two boxes at the bottom of Fig. 7 represent two instan-
ces (i.e., volume goal and weight goal) of Class “SystemGoal” rep-
resented using frame language. The specific data in the slots of
the instances are first collected using the template creating/editing
GUI, then processed by the instance interpreter, and finally persisted
in relational databases (in PDSIDES we use ORACLE). Instances are
treated as facts that are processed in the consistency checking pro-
cess. In the JESS reasoner, all the facts are matched to the consis-
tency rules and take certain actions if the corresponding rules are
triggered. An example of the consistency rules is as follows:

(defrule MAIN::rule_5.1
(object (is-a cDSPTemplate) (OBJECT? a))
¼>
(bind? k (Sum (slot-get? a preference) ONE))
(if (and (<>? k 1.0) (<>? k 0.0)) then (printout t “MESSAGE: the sum

of all the preferences is not 1.0!” crlf)))

The rule means that if the sum of the all preferences (i.e., the
weights) in any instance of Class cDSPTemplate is not equal to 1,
the reasoner will send a message about this inconsistency to the
user who is operating the template instance.

The portal of PDSIDES is shown in Fig. 8. A user can log in to
PDSIDES through a web browser using a username and a pass-
word. Template creators, editors, and implementers are three roles
that are assigned to users of PDSIDES according to the knowl-
edge they have in a specific domain. One designer can have
more than one role. Each role has its particular view in the plat-
form; the portal is the view shared by all three. The portal
includes two main parts: the left-hand side is the navigation
panel and the right-hand side is statistical information panel. The
former represents the key functionalities of PDSIDES including

Fig. 6 System architecture of PDSIDES
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the decision knowledge management portion (managing knowl-
edge about selection, compromise, and hierarchical decisions.
Access is assigned to creators and editors), the design decision
support portion (providing DSP template executing and analysis
service, access is assigned to Implementers), and the settings
portion (purview management, access is assigned only to system
administrators). The latter presents the charts and tables in terms of
the decision-related knowledge and users. Users can see the number
and the distribution of DSP templates in PDSIDES, the ranking of
Creators who contribute their knowledge to PDSIDES, the ranking
of templates that are reused frequently, and the latest updated DSP
templates. They can also search, browse, and execute certain
templates.

5 A Test Example for Platform for Decision Support

in the Design of Engineering Systems

In this section, the performance of platform PDSIDES is tested
via a gear manufacturing process design problem—a complex sys-
tem design that calls for a series of decisions to be made. The
foundational problem is contributed by our industrial partner—the
Tata Consultancy Services in India [39]. From the raw material to
the final gear product, the material goes through multiple unit
operations such as casting, rolling, cooling, forging, and machin-
ing, which are some of the processes in the steel manufacturing
process chain. In order to obtain the desired end properties of the
gear produced, proper decisions need to be made about the

Fig. 8 PDSIDES portal

Fig. 7 Frame-based realization of the ontology and associate instances
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process control parameters (set points) at each of these processes.
A large number of plant trials involving time and cost are needed
to identify these operating set points. An alternative to this is to
exploit the advancements in modeling tools and frameworks to
carry out the design of the system to realize the end product. To
couple the material processing-structure-property-performance
spaces, we need to achieve the vertical and horizontal integration
of models which further allows us to carry out the integrated
decision-based design of the manufacturing processes to realize
the end product [40–42]. Decisions to be made at each manufac-
turing unit are formulated as cDSPs and linked as a decision net-
work (mathematically modeled as coupled cDSPs) using a goal-
oriented, inverse decision-based design method [40]. In this
paper, the hot rod rolling system design problem addressed by
Nellippallil et al. [40,43] is used as an example to test the per-
formance of PDSIDES. As mentioned earlier, the problem
includes multiple stages. We frame a boundary within the cool-
ing stage and the end rod product requirements for the sake of
simplicity.

5.1 Original Design. In original design, the template creator
(domain expert) formulates in PDSIDES the cDSP for the prob-
lem boundary framed within the hot rod rolling process chain
problem by taking into account the complete information flow
across models thereby establishing relationships. The relation-
ships established in the original design cDSP are the end mechani-
cal properties of the product; YS (yield strength), TS (tensile
strength), ITT (impact transition temperature), and HV (hardness)
as a function of the system variables that are the output after roll-
ing and input to cooling stage. The output parameters after cooling
like FGS (ferrite grain size, DaÞ, Xf (phase fractions of ferrite), S0

(pearlite interlamellar spacing), and composition variables that
defines the end mechanical properties are defined as constraints in
the cDSP formulated. The end product mechanical property goals,
for example, maximizing YS, TS and minimizing ITT along with
the goal for managing banding by maximizing ferrite fraction are
captured in the cDSP. These goals are controlled by the independ-
ent system variables of this problem namely CR (cooling rate),
AGS (grain size after rolling), C (carbon), and Mn (manganese).
The upper and lower limits for the system variables and the maxi-
mum and minimum values for certain cooling stage parameters as
well as for the mechanical properties are defined in the cDSP as
bounds and constraints. The target values for the goals are defined
as YSTarget¼ 400 MPa, TSTarget¼ 780 MPa, ITTTarget¼ �90 �C,
Xf Target¼ 0.8. The original design cDSP reads as follows:

Given

(1) End requirements identified for the rod rolling process

� Maximize Yield Strength (Goal)
� Maximize Tensile Strength (Goal)
� Minimize ITT (Goal)
� Maximize Ferrite Fraction (Goal)
� Maximize Hardness (Requirement)

(2) Well established empirical and theoretical correlations,
RSMs and complete information flow from the end of roll-
ing to the end product mechanical properties (more descrip-
tion in reference [40])

(3) System variables and their ranges

Find
System Variables

� X1; Cooling Rate (CR)
� X2; Austenite Grain Size (AGSÞ
� X3; the carbon concentration ([C])
� X4; the manganese concentration ([Mn])

Deviation Variables

d�i ; d
þ
i ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4

Satisfy
System Constraints

� Minimum ferrite grain size constraint
� Maximum ferrite grain size constraint
� Minimum pearlite interlamellar spacing constraint
� Maximum interlamellar spacing constraint
� Minimum ferrite phase fraction constraint (manage banding)
� Maximum ferrite phase fraction constraint (manage banding)
� Minimum manganese concentration constraint (manage

banding)
� Maximum manganese concentration constraint (manage

banding)
� Maximum carbon equivalent constraint (manage banding)
� Minimum yield strength constraint
� Maximum yield strength constraint
� Minimum tensile strength constraint
� Maximum tensile strength constraint
� Minimum hardness constraint
� Maximum hardness constraint
� Minimum ITT constraint
� Maximum ITT constraint

System Goals
Goal 1:

� Maximize yield strength

YSðXiÞ
YSTarget

þ d�1 � dþ1 ¼ 1

Goal 2:

� Maximize tensile strength

TSðXiÞ
TSTarget

þ d�2 � dþ2 ¼ 1

Goal 3:

� Minimize ITT

ITTTarget

ITTðXiÞ
� d�3 þ dþ3 ¼ 1

Goal 4:

� Maximize ferrite fraction

Xf ðXiÞ
Xf Target

þ d�4 � dþ4 ¼ 1

Variable bounds
Defined in Table 1
Bounds on deviation variables

d�i ; d
þ
i � 0 and d�i � dþi ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3

Table 1 System variables and ranges for CDSP

Sr. No System variables Ranges

1 X1; CR 11–100 K/min
2 X2; AGS 30–100 lm
3 X3; the carbon concentration ([C]) 0.18–0.3%
4 X4; the manganese concentration ([Mn]) 0.7–1.5%
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Minimize

We minimize the deviation function

Z ¼
X4

i¼1

Wi d�i þ dþi
� �

;
X4

i¼1

Wi ¼ 1

By the formulation of cDSP, knowledge associated with the fol-
lowing inverse problem is captured: Given the end product
mechanical properties of a new steel product mix, what should be
the microstructure after rolling and design set points for cooling
stage that satisfies the requirements identified? To facilitate
knowledge capturing process in the computational environment,
PDSIDES provides the GUI for the template creator to create DSP
templates, as shown in Fig. 9.

On the left-hand side of the canvas are the building blocks,
including Process and Interface, which are formally defined in the
ontology for the purpose of creating decision network templates
(hierarchical DSP templates). Since there is only one cDSP for-
mulated for the original design of HRRS, the template creator can
simply instantiate a process on the canvas, and embody it with a
cDSP template. The cDSP template is created in the “compromise
decision template base” portion of PDSIDES. As shown in the
window on the top right of Fig. 9, the template creator can instan-
tiate the HRRS cDSP template by specifying the slots including
name, problem statement, variables, parameters, constraints,
goals, and preferences using data such as cooling rate, austenite
grain size (AGS), and carbon concentration, of the HRRS cDSP.
Facet information of the slots, such as symbol, unit of a vari-
able and equation, limit of a constraint, are further specified using
the GUI designed for the instantiation of template modules, as
shown in the two panels on the bottom. When the HRRS cDSP
template is populated with specific information, it is sent to the
knowledge server for consistency checking, calculation of results,
persistence in the knowledge base, and is ready for future reuse in
adaptive and variant designs.

5.2 Adaptive Design. In adaptive design, the template editor
(senior designer) modifies the existing original design cDSP tem-
plate according to new requirements. In the hot rod rolling prob-
lem addressed, the cDSP template of the original design relates

the end product mechanical properties as a function of microstruc-
ture factors after rolling and the cooling stage operating parame-
ters. The intermediate factors, for example, the ferrite grain size
after cooling and the pearlite interlamellar spacing, which directly
influence mechanical properties, are defined as constraints. Sup-
pose, a situation arises that the designer is interested in knowing
the range of microstructure factors after cooling that will satisfy a
given end mechanical property requirements. In such a situation,
new decision models need to be created by considering the micro-
structure factors after cooling as independent variables to define
the end mechanical properties. This requirement can be easily sat-
isfied by editing the existing formulated original design cDSP
template in PDSIDES. The editing involves two major steps: step
1, decompose the original cDSP template into two separate cDSP
templates, and step 2, link the two separate cDSP templates using
an Interface.

The process of the first step is shown in Fig. 10. The original
cDSP is decomposed into two cDSPs, namely, cDSP 1 and cDSP
2. cDSP 1 relates the end mechanical properties as a function of
microstructure factors (Da, Xf , S0, Mn, Si, N) after cooling. The
combination of microstructure factors after cooling that best satis-
fies the end requirements are identified by exercising this sub-
cDSP. While, cDSP 2 has the best combination of microstructure
factor values after cooling identified from cDSP 1 as goals. Using
cDSP 2, the relationship between the microstructure factors after
cooling with the microstructure after rolling and the cooling stage
operating parameters (AGS, CR, C, Mn) is established. To realize
the decomposition, modification of the original cDSP is as
follows:

� For cDSP 1:
� Set ferrite grain size ðDaÞ, phase fraction of ferrite ðXf Þ,

pearlite interlamellar spacing (S0), manganese concentration
(½Mn	), the composition of Si (½Si	), and the composition of

Fig. 9 Creating the HRRS design decision template in PDSIDES

Fig. 10 Decomposition of the original CDSP
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N ([N]) which are system constraints of the original cDSP, to
be system variables.

� Keep the rest constraints and goals the same as the original
cDSP.

� For cDSP 2:
� Keep the system variables, namely, CR, AGS, the carbon

concentration (½C	), and the manganese concentration (½Mn	),
the same as they are in the original cDSP.

� Set ferrite grain size ðDaÞ, phase fraction of ferrite ðXf Þ, and
pearlite interlamellar spacing (S0), which are system varia-
bles of cDSP 1, to be system goals.

� Set the final values of Da, Xf , and S0 obtained from cDSP 1,
to be the targets of the system goals of cDSP 2.

The connection between cDSP 1 and cDSP 2 is that the output
(i.e., the final values of the system variables) of cDSP 1 comprises
the input (i.e., the targets of the system goals) of cDSP 2. This
connection represents the information workflow that links two
cDSPs, which maps to step 2 mentioned earlier for editing the
original cDSP template. On the platform, the editing and the asso-
ciated consistency checking process is shown in Fig. 11. The tem-
plate editor can instantiate two new cDSP templates on the
canvas, as highlighted by two rectangles marked as “End Product
cDSP” and “Cooling cDSP” that represent cDSP 1 and cDSP 2,
respectively. The instantiation of these two cDSP templates is the
same as that is shown in Fig. 9. It is noted that many modules of
the original cDSP template are reused due to the modularization
during the instantiation process of the two new cDSP templates.
The link between two cDSP templates is captured by the instantia-
tion of an Interface marked as “exchange” that is highlighted in
the circle. Configuration of the Interface is performed in the right
window, where information in terms of interface type, strength,
information flow, etc. is specified. According to the interaction
between the two cDSP templates, the information flow is weak
(one-way), sequential and flows from cDSP 1 to cDSP 2. The con-
tents of the flow are the values of the five system variables of
cDSP 1. Before executing the edited decision templates, the editor
needs to check if there is any inconsistency due to the editing. The
consistency checking process is shown in the panel on the bottom

of Fig. 11. Consistency rules can be dynamically defined and
added into the reasoner for reasoning. If no rule is violated, the
newly edited cDSP templates would be ready for execution, stor-
age, and reuse.

The results are obtained after exercising the cDSP 1 and cDSP 2
and are provided in reference [40] and are not repeated here.

5.3 Variant Design. In variant design, the template imple-
menter makes parametric modifications to the already developed
decision templates and executes the templates for different scenar-
ios. In this paper, we showcase variant designs by executing the
cDSP template of the original design for different scenarios identi-
fied by assigning weights to the deviations associated with each
goal. We also illustrate the efficacy of ternary plots in PDSIDES
to support the template implementer in exploring the solution
space of variant designs to make appropriate design decisions. For
the problem formulated in original cDSP, the template imple-
menter is interested in accomplishing the following goals: maxi-
mizing ferrite fraction (to manage banding), maximizing tensile
strength, maximizing yield strength, and minimizing impact tran-
sition temperature. To visualize the goals in ternary space, it needs
the template editor to first edit the original cDSP template to
remove the goal on impact transition temperature and assign it as
a constraint with minimum and maximum value. This is carried
out because it is known that the impact transition temperature is
directly influenced by changes in weights to other goals and hence
need not be considered as a direct goal. Thus, the variant design
cDSP has three goals—maximizing ferrite fraction, maximizing
tensile strength, and maximizing yield strength. Having developed
the variant design cDSP, the next step for the template imple-
menter is to identify design scenarios for execution.

On the platform, the identification of design scenarios is facili-
tated by the panel shown in Fig. 12. The template implementer
can specify several weight combinations (each combination stands
for one scenario) for goal deviations using the table on the top,
PDSIDES will calculate the result with respect to each of the
weight combination. In this paper, 19 different scenarios are iden-
tified, for more information on identifying scenarios, see Ref.

Fig. 11 Editing the HRRS design decision template in PDSIDES
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[41]. The template implementer exercises the original cDSP tem-
plate in variant design scenarios and the results obtained are sent
to MATLAB (at the back-end of PDSIDES) to plot as ternary plots
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 12. The template implementer
identifies regions (weight combinations) that satisfy the require-
ments from the ternary plots. More information on the creation of
ternary plots and the evaluation of the same is available in
Ref. [41].

The ternary plot for ferrite fraction is shown in Fig. 13. The
requirement for the template implementer is to maximize ferrite
fraction to a value of 0.8 and the maximum value achieved on
exercising the cDSP is 0.7116 identified by the light dashed line
in the high ferrite region region of Fig. 13. Any weight combina-
tion of goals in this region achieves high ferrite fraction. Simi-
larly, the high pearlite fraction region is identified by the high
pearlite region in Fig. 13. The highly banded ferrite–pearlite
microstructure region is identified in the boundary between these
two regions. The same method is extended to identify the regions
that satisfy the requirements of tensile strength, yield strength,
and impact transition temperature.

Since the template implementer’s interest is to identify a com-
mon region that satisfies all the goals, a superimposed ternary plot
having all the goals is generated as showcased in Fig. 14. From
the superimposed ternary plot, several solution weight points (A,
B, C, D, E, F, G) are identified and analyzed. The results associ-
ated with these solution weight points are summarized in Table 2.
On analyzing Fig. 14 and Table 2, it is seen that the light banded
ferrite-pearlite region satisfies all the requirements for managing
banding (high ferrite), maximizing yield strength, maximizing
tensile strength, and minimizing ITT in the best possible manner.
However, the requirements for high tensile strength and high yield
strength are compromised to satisfy requirements like managing
banding and minimizing ITT. It is also observed that a high ferrite
region supports the maximization of yield strength and minimiza-
tion of ITT. The maximization of tensile strength, however, is sup-
ported by high pearlite fraction. Point F out of these multiple
solutions listed in Table 2 is picked as F satisfies all the require-
ments in the best possible manner.

By reusing the knowledge archived in the original HRRS
design cDSP template for execution and utilizing the ternary plot
for post-solution analysis, the template implementer explores the
solution space of variant designs and makes appropriate design
decisions.

6 Closing Remarks

Engineering system design is fundamentally a decision-making
process and knowledge plays a critical role in facilitating decision
making. In this paper, we present a Knowledge-Based Platform
for Decision Support in the Design of Engineering Systems. In
PDSIDES, decision-related knowledge is modeled as modular,
computational templates based on the DSP constructs using ontol-
ogy to facilitate execution and reuse. In order to provide users of
different knowledge levels with a proper decision support, we
define three types of users, namely, template creators, template
editor, and template implementers, who perform original design,
adaptive design, and variant design respectively. The unique
advantage of PDSIDES is that it provides the functionality to

Fig. 12 Exercising the HRRS design decision template in
PDSIDES

Fig. 13 Ternary plot for ferrite fraction

Fig. 14 Superimposed ternary plot

Table 2 Identified solution points after exploration

Sol.
Pt

CR
(K/min)

AGS
(lmÞ

C
(%)

Mn
(%) Xf

YS
(MPa)

TS
(MPa)

ITT
ð�CÞ

A 16.5 99.9 0.18 0.7 0.71 232 487.7 �26
B 99.9 30 0.29 1.5 0.32 248 662 99
C 22.8 30 0.18 1.5 0.7 284 526 3.5
D 11 30 0.18 1.5 0.71 283 519 0
E 11 30 0.18 1.5 0.71 283 519 0
F 11 30 0.18 0.7 0.7 244 513 �42
G 62 30 0.19 1.5 0.65 281 547 15
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capture knowledge when template creators create decision tem-
plates in original design, maintain consistency when template edi-
tor modifies decision templates in adaptive design, and provide a
package of documented knowledge when template implementers
execute decision templates in variant design.

Distributed information control is not yet considered in the cur-
rent version of PDSIDES. Future research opportunities lie in ena-
bling the negotiation of collaborative decisions that are controlled
by different stakeholders. For example, in the HRRS design,
example process designers at different stages such as rolling and
cooling may not be willing to share the full information in their
own decision-making process, and then the negotiation of a col-
laborative decision is needed. Providing the functionality for
negotiating collaborative decisions would be of great potential for
the application of PDSIDES in a supply chain environment, where
the decision makers are distributed.
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Nomenclature

cDSP ¼ compromise DSP, a domain-
independent decision construct for
formulating compromise decisions

DSP ¼ decision support problem, the
construct for formulating decisions
encountered in engineering design.
Independent of the domain of
application

DSP Template ¼ the domain-independent DSP construct
instantiated with the infusion of
domain knowledge and is computer
interpretable

Decision Workflow ¼ a set of interconnected decisions that
are represented by a number of DSP
templates either serially or
hierarchically

PDSIDES ¼ knowledge-based platform for decision
support in the design of engineering
systems

sDSP ¼ selection DSP, a domain-independent
decision construct for formulating
selection decisions

Template Creators ¼ users of the PDSIDES platform who
create DSP templates (original design)

Template Editors ¼ users of the PDSIDES platform who
edit or tailor existing DSP templates
(adaptive design)

Template Implementers ¼ users of the PDSIDES platform who
execute DSP existing templates (vari-
ant design)
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